LUXURY BRANDS
LET US STAY WITH YOU®

OUR PORTFOLIO
OF BRANDS

The Ritz-Carlton® creates experiences so exceptional that long after a guest stays
with us, the experience stays with them.
GDS CODE: RZ

LIVE EXQUISITE

Marriott International offers the most
dynamic and diverse portfolio with 30
distinct brands to suit every trip, purpose
and travel need.

St. Regis® perfects every aspect of every moment, finding care and pleasure
in the most minute detail. We create an atmosphere of great subtlety
and refinement.

With more than 7,000 properties spanning
132 countries and territories, our guests have
access to hotels that fit any lifestyle, at any
moment, in any corner of the world.

Inspired by the principles of mindfulness, JW Marriott® is a haven designed
to let you focus on feeling whole.

Learn more at Marriott.com/business
GDS CODE EVERY MARRIOTT: EM

GDS CODE: XR

THE WHOLE YOU

GDS CODE: MC

OUR CROWN JEWELS. YOUR HOME AT THE ENDS OF THE EARTH.

Ritz-Carlton Reserve® properties are rare estates, set apart from the world, where the
heartfelt care and craft of individuals is felt at every turn.
GDS CODE: RZ

HOTELS THAT DEFINE THE DESTINATION®

From legendary palaces and remote retreats to timeless modern classics,
The Luxury Collection enables discerning travelers to collect a world of intriguing
experiences full of indigenous allure.

GDS CODE: LC

CONTEMPORARY ITALIAN LUXURY

At Bulgari Hotels, guests are enchanted though inspired, radiant and graceful service.
By practicing “pure presence” we also enhance our guests’ prestige and pleasure.
GDS CODE: BG

THE NEW GENERATION OF LUXURY

Conceived in partnership with American visionary Ian Schrager, EDITION®
redefines the codes of traditional luxury. Hotels are stunning microcosms of
the world’s top cites, balancing innovative design and the best in service, food,
beverage and entertainment on a global scale.

GDS CODE: EB

INSIDER ACCESS TO WHAT’S NEW/NEXT

W Hotels is an iconic lifestyle brand born from the bold attitude and 24/7 culture
of New York City. Renowned for breaking the norms of traditional luxury around
the globe, the brand’s fun-filled attitude and infectious energy fuel guests’
endless appetite to soak it in, live it up and hit repeat.

GDS CODE: WH

PREMIUM BRANDS

SELECT BRANDS
PASSION MOVES US FORWARD

LET YOUR MIND TRAVEL
At Marriott Hotels®, we create enriching experiences and sophisticated spaces
that help clear the mind and spark new ways of thinking
and being.

GDS CODE: MC

For ambitious and enterprising guests who see business travel as a driver
of fulfillment and professional growth, Courtyard by Marriott® provides
opportunities to be their most creative and successful selves.

GDS CODE: CY

TRAVEL REINVENTED.

WHERE THE WORLD COMES TOGETHER

At the heart of communities for 80 years, Sheraton creates a connection point
in 72+ countries around the globe for guests who want to gather, meet new
people and see the world.

GDS CODE: SI

Where timeless classics are woven with modern details. Where business meets
pleasure. Designed for the independent traveler seeking balance, Four Points®
by Sheraton offers a chance to kick back and relax.

GDS CODE: FP

A LITTLE EXTRA, A LOT LESS ORDINARYTM

SIMPLE MADE PERFECT®
For guests who desire productivity and efficiency, Delta Hotels by Marriott®
delivers smart value, momentum and the opportunity to recharge and move
seamlessly from one mission to the next.

GDS CODE: DE

LIVE YOUR JOURNEY.

SpringHill Suites by Marriott® is refreshingly different. Spacious suites designed
to blend how guests work and relax. Warm, thoughtful service and a positive
atmosphere. Stylish surroundings and enhanced offerings that leave our
guests feeling uplifted and at ease. SpringHill Suites offers an
GDS CODE: XV
experience that is beyond the ordinary.

CONFIDENTLY UNIQUE HOTELS.

Marriott Executive Apartments® is a five-star serviced apartment with
sophisticated style and tailored services, designed specifically for accomplished
expats. Our staff serve as ambassadors to our longer-stay guests
so that they can connect, accomplish and explore their new locale. GDS CODE: MC

Protea Hotels® offers modern design and amenities, with warm, personal
service so our travelers feel important and cared for.

WELCOME TO VACATION GREATNESS.

WELCOME TO THE BEAUTY OF SIMPLICITY.TM

Marriott Vacation Club is the recognized leader in vacation ownership, with
a global system of premium resorts and diverse experiences for those that live
the vacation lifestyle.
®

GDS CODE: VC

EVERYTHING IN ONE PLACE – SO YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL.

Gaylord Hotels® offers flawless service and exciting convention, entertainment
and lifestyle experiences, all in one place.
GDS CODE: GE

Fairfield by Marriott® guarantees a beautifully simple stay wherever you travel.
Our Marriott family farm heritage inspires a calming, reliable experience
characterized by warm hospitality, all at a great value.

GDS CODE: FN

TRAVEL LIKE YOU LIVE

Residence Inn by Marriott® hotels are designed to help guests make the most of
their time away. Each spacious suite provides a residential experience featuring
full kitchens and separate living, working and sleeping areas so guests
can truly live their life on the road.
GDS CODE: RC

ADD LIFE TO LONGER STAYS.®

LET’S RISE.

No matter what obstacles travel puts between our guests and their
well-being, Westin®’s signature wellness programs are designed to empower
them to stay in control and soar above it all.

GDS CODE: WI

TownePlace Suites by Marriott® helps longer-stay guests stay productive and
upbeat, with highly personalized service and clever design details that give
them a sense of calm and comfort on extended stays.

GDS CODE: TO

A NEW WAY TO HOTEL

DESTINATION UNLOCKED.

Inspired by the era of glamourous travel, Le Méridien unlocks destinations
around the world, celebrating each culture through the distinctly European
spirit of savouring the good life.
®

GDS CODE: MD

DISCOVER THIS WAY

Around the world, Renaissance Hotels connects travelers to the spirit of the
neighborhood through its unexpected design, entertaining evening bar rituals
and engaging Navigators, extending an open invitation to experience
the unexpected both inside and out of the hotel.
GDS CODE: BR

AC Hotels by Marriott® is thoughtfully designed for the traveler with an
entrepreneurial spirit and an eye for quality over quantity. We offer European
modernism, stylish and carefully edited experience that evokes a
feeling of harmony and creativity.
GDS CODE: AR

DIFFERENT. BY DESIGN.

Designed for “always-on” travelers who love open spaces and open thinking.
Where style is necessary, connectivity keeps up with you and social scenes
are vibrant.

GDS CODE: AL

PLAY ON

EXACTLY LIKE NOTHING ELSE®

At Autograph, we celebrate individuality and stand against
one-size-fits-all. We select hotels, each exactly like nothing else,
offering unique perspectives on design, craft and hospitality.

STAY WITH CHARACTER

GDS CODE: PR

GDS CODE: AK

A family of independent boutique hotels bound by their Indie spirit and heart
for connecting people and places. Each Tribute Portfolio hotel has a unique
personality and sense of character all their own, offering
captivating design, vibrant social scenes, and sincere service.
GDS CODE: TX

Moxy is a fun, stylish hotel designed for “always-on guests” who
are turned on by new experiences. Our lively communal spaces and
energetic crew help guests have a good time, all at a killer price.

GDS CODE: OX

STAY IN YOUR ELEMENT

Element provides a place for healthy, active travelers to thrive. With an ecoconscious philosophy, fitness options and healthy food, it’s a place where they
can start every day fresh, focused and alive.

GDS CODE: EL

